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Objective

Looking for a second chance in the workforce seeking a job with a with a company that has a solid
and consistent work schedule. I offer my experience as a forklift operator of over 6 yrs. Familiar 
with most OSHA safety standards. I also maintain a good work ethic, instructions or assignments 
are completed and carried out to the letter. Dedicated to do quality work.

Skills

Sit Down Forklift Certified, Stand Up Forklift Certified, Cherry Picker Operator Certified, Electric 
Pallet Jack.

Work Experience

Metal Finisher
ABC Corporation  April 2012 – May 2013 
 Finish all product for final shipment process.
 Duties were to set up work station for finishing process tasks such as riviting parts, applying 

item and ID numbers to product for tracking and location.
 Inspect all product for specific requirements for part quality assurance.
 Log in in all work related information via computer software program for task completion.
 At this job my duty was to produce to best airplane brakes that money can buy but you can 

never put a price on saftey so this job was important not to just me but also to the people 
who fly and ride on airplanes and need the breaks the work right everytime.

 Skills Used I used knowledge of hazardous materials and how to maintain them in the correct 
manor.

 Learned how to apply chemicals to fabric for( lay up) process, also learned how to run and 
monitor a machine press for product production.

Finisher
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2012 
 Paint, puddy, and buff parts.
 was a crane operator as well, had to make sure every part had no bad spots on them before 

sending them through.
 If a bad spot was found, i had to puddy it let it dry, buff it, then paint it.
 Also ran the crane when the regular operator was out.
 Bounced alot from spot to spot the 3 years i was there.
 Was group leader when our team leader was absent, did the paper work that needed to be 

done Accomplishments worked here for 3 years, only left because I moved states.
 Skills Used leadership, group work.

Education

GED in high school diploma equivalence - 2013(Downey Adult School - Downy ,CA.)
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